If this dot

is your average Indian's wealth
(i.e. Rs. 9,83,010)

This is the wealth of India’s richest person...
Rs. 11.15 Lakh Crore
(or Rs. 1,11,50,00,00,00,000)

And there are 166 such billionaires in the country...
If you draw a dot a second, it'd take you 770 days (without a break!) to represent their collective wealth of Rs. 65.19 lakh crore.

Don't block your calendars just yet. Instead...
TAX THESE BILLIONAIRES A MINIMUM 3% AND...

- Support the nutrition for India's malnourished children for 5 years
- Fund the national health mission for 5 years
- Fund the national rural drinking water mission for 3 years
- Bring back 15 crore out-of-school children to school
#InequalityIsUnacceptable

Join Oxfam India’s fight to end inequality!
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